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This invention relates to a lock hinge for 
doors vand other swinging elements and refers 
more particularly to the means for automat 
ically locking the door in; its open position 
in combination with additional means opera 
ble at will for releasing the locking means. 
-, The main object is to make the hinge and 
the lockingedevice as a unitary article of 
manufacture by incorporating the locking 
.devicedirectly upon the hinge sections. 
The hinge sect1on which is secured to the 

door is usually of the “strap” type or rela 
tively long and ' narrow and one of the 
speci?c objects of this invention is topro 
'vide, a catch or latch-bar hinged at one end 
to. the relatively ?xed hinge section or to 
‘the door frame and having its other end 
extended across the hinge joint lengthwise 
of the movable hinge section in slidingien 
gagement therewith ‘and adapted to auto 
matically interlock by its own weight with 
a cooperative shoulder or keeper on said mov 
able section when the door is opened. 

> A further object is to provide means on the 
door operable at‘ will for tripping the latch 
fromitsholding position to enable the door 
to be closed. ' ' ' 

Other objects and uses will be brought out - 
' .as closely as, possible to the ‘hinge sections 
'—l— and —2- when the door is closed, 

‘in the following description. 
In. the drawings: _ v . 

Figure lis an inner face view of portions 
of a door and its supporting frame showing 

, my improved lock hinge in ‘operativeposi 
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. ~ vertically. 

tion thereon, the door being shown, as closed. 
Figure 2 is a horizontal sectional view 

taken on‘ line 2-2, Figure 1, the dotted lines 
indicating the open position of the door and 
the locked position of the catch. 
Figures 3 and 4 are detail vertical sectional 

views taken respectively on lines 3—3 and 
4-4, Figure 1. I 
Figure 5 is an inner face view of the latch 

releasing device and its inner supporting 
plate together with a retracting spring for 
holding said device in its inoperative posi 
tion. 
The hinge comprises a relatively ?xed sec 

tion —1— adapted to be secured to the frame 
as ——A— of the door and a movable sec 
tion —2—— adapted to be secured to the door 
—B—, the section —~1— being provided with 
pivotal bearings —3—— for receiving a pivotal 
pin —.4-—- to which is pivoted one end of a 
latch bar —5— to swing horizontally and 
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v i This latch bar extends across and some dis- ‘ 
tance beyond the hinge joint -—6—' length 
wise of the hinge section —~2— and has its 
other end o?set at —7— in a plane at right 
angles to the axis of the hinge joint and 
terminates in a downwardly projecting 
shoulder —8— parallel with said axis. 
The lateral o?'set portion —7— is slidable 

in a lengthwise vslot ——9—' in the hinge sec 
tion —2—, said slot being of su?icient length 
to allow the door to swing'from its closed 
position to its extreme open position'or in this 
instance,pthrough an arc ‘of substantially 90 
degrees and its outer end is provided‘ with 
a downwardly extending branch —10—: 
into which the offset -——7—-— is adapted to 
drop by its own weight when-the door is 
fully opened. 
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This branch slot'—10— forms a shoulder , 
or keeper —~11— cooperating. with the o?:'~ 
set —7— to hold the door in its open posi 
tion although the opposite wall of the branch 
slot also cooperates with the offset —7— to 
hold the door against further opening sov that 
the two walls of the branch slot serve to pre 
vent the-‘vibration of the door when fully 
opened. _ ~ . 

' In order that the latch bar —5— may lie 

the intermediate portion thereof is arched 
upwardly at —12-— to receive the raised por 
tions of the hinge joint —6——..> 
As illustrated, the lugs or bearings —3— 

‘constitute the head of a screw ——3’— which 
is-passed through an opening in'vthe hinge , 
section -—1—, and is screwed into the door 
frame thereby‘ additionally supporting said 
hinge section and at the sametlme forming 
a secure fastening for the latch support. 
The portion of the door —B— adjacent the 

slots ——9— and —10— are routed or cham 
bered at —b— to permit the free sliding 
movement of the adjacent end of the latch 
bar —5— therein. 
The means for tripping the latch bar from 

holding engagement with the keep-er ——11— 
of the hinge section ———2—— comprises a rock 
shaft ——13— extending transversely through 
an opening in the door and also through 
registering openings in a bearing plate 
—14— and in the hinge section —2- a 
‘short distance from the branch slot —10—— 
toward the hinge joint and just below the 
slot ,—9— and has its inner end provided 
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with a cam member —l5—‘mova‘ble- from 
the underside across the branch slot —10-— 
for engaging the underside of offset —7— of 
the latch and thereby releasing the latch 
from> its locking position when the shaft 
-—13—- is rocked in one direction. 
The outer end of the rock shaft is pro 

vided with a hand piece ——16—— movable 
around the face of the plate ——14—— and is 
connected by ,a retracting spring —17—— to 
a suitable post -——18— on said bearing plate 
for returning the cam —15—, to its inopera 

: tive position. 
- Operation." 

When the door is opened from its closed 
yosition, the offset end. -—7~ of the latch 
hair" —5'—— slides along the slot —9-— and 
when the door is fully opened, drops into 
the branch slot ~10— where it is automat 
ically locked against movement in the op 
jpositedirection by the shoulder —11—— to 
old the door in its open position. 
By rocking‘ the hand piece of the rock 

shaft -—13~—' against the action of its re 
tracting spring —17-— causes the cam e15— 
to engage the underside of‘the offset ——7-— 
of the. latch bar ~5— and thereby to lift 
it out of engagement with the keeper —11-— 
and’ thus permit the door to be closed either 
by hand or by any well-known automatic 
closing device not necessary to herein illus 
trate or describe. 
What I claim is: 
1. A locking, hinge comprising a relative 

1y ?xed hinge section and a movable hinge 
section, in combination with a latchv bar 
hinged at one “end to the ?xed section to 
swing Vertically and horizontally and hav~ 
ing its other end extended across and some 
distance beyond the hinge joint and pro 
vided with an offset sli-dable in a slot in the 
movable hinge section as the door is opened 
and‘closed, said slot having a downwardly‘ 
extending branch into which the offset/of 
the latch bar is adapted to drop when the 
door is opened to lock the door in said open 
position, and a rock shaft journaled on the 
movable hinge section and having one end 
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provided with acain for? engaging; said off 
set and tripping the latch from its locking 
position when the rock shaft is rotated in 
one direction, and a. hand piece on the other 
end of the rock shaft for operating the 
same» ‘ 

2. A locking hinge comprising a relative 
ly ?xed hinge section and? a nr-ioya‘olev hinge 
section, in combination with a latch bar 
hinged at one end to the ?xed sect-ion to 
swing vertically and horizontally and hav 
ing its other'end‘ extended across and some 
distance beyond the hinge joint and pro 
vided with an offset slid‘able in a slot in- the 
movable hinge section as the door is opened 
andclosed, said slot. having a downwardly 
extending branch into which the offset of 
the latch bar is adapted to dropwwhen the 
d‘oor'is opened to lock the door insaidi'open 
position, a rock shaft jonrnaled on the mow‘ 
able hinge section and having one end pro- ' 
vided- with. a‘ cam’ for engaging said of!‘ 
set and tripping the latch fromits locking 
position when the rock shaft is rotated in 
one direction,v a hand piece on the other end 
of the rock shaft for operating the‘same, and 
a spring for retractinglthe rock shaft to 
release the cam from engagement with the 
offset of the latch bar‘.v ' 

3. A locking'hinge for swinging doors 
comprising a relatively ?xed section and'a 
movable sectionhavi-ng a lengthwisev slot, in, 
combination with a latch bar hinged at- one 
end to the lixed ‘section to swing vertically 
‘and horizontally and having; its other end' 
slidable in said'slot as the’ door isope'ned 
and closed, said slot having adoiwnwardliy 
extending branch into which the-latch bar 
is adapted to drop when the door is opened 
to lock the door in said open position, and 
a ‘rock shaft journaled on the movable sec 
tion and provided ‘with means forengagi-ng 
and. tripping the latch vfromits'locking po 
sition when the" rock shaft is rotated in one 
direction. -‘ _ ' ' " 

In vwitness whereof I have ‘hereunto set 
my hand this 14th day of April, 1925. 

ALBERT F. WALTERS. 
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